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Surveillance Society?

The usual reports and warnings:



UK Information Commissioner



Privacy International:
Surveillance Societies around the World









We know all this (mainly)

� More interesting:

� What happens conceptually?

� When is it appropriate to speak of 
„surveillance societies“?



Surveillance

� Relationship

� Observation

� Not symmetric

� Power & control





Bentham‘s Panopticon

� Time: present

� Space: local

� Actor: observation done by humans

� Technology?











Technologies of Surveillance

� Panopticon / Watchtower: 
asymmetric observation
defined by architecture

� Photo Camera:
mobility of observations over time

� Printing Press:
mobility of observations over space



Technologies of Surveillance

Observing

Recording

Distributing



fast forward…







Nothing new?





Technologies of Surveillance

Observing

Recording

Distributing

Deciding



What Kind of Data?

� Stable data

� Transactional Data

� Behavioural Data

� Relationship Data

� Amount & quality of data increasing



When is the Data Recorded?

� start of a relationship

� specific events / transactions

� clickstream

� relations with third parties

� trend toward general data retention

� without transaction or suspicion
as a trigger



When is the Data Sorted?

� Simple matches

� Dragnet investigations

� Pattern recognition

� Datamining

� Customer relationship management

� Workplace surveillance

� Homeland Security

� General idea: „Risk prevention“



Surveillance Systems

� observe

� record

� distribute

� decide



Surveillance Systems as 
Large Technical Systems

� Tendency for innovation

� It can‘t ever be enough.

� Tendency for expansion

� Structuring the environment
according to its needs.

� Disclaimer

� no techno-determinism intended!

� embedded in social norms and practices

� subject to struggles and conflicts



Surveillance Society?

� Yes, if surveillance is…

� widespread routine practice

� widely structuring social relations

� more fundamental than other
concepts
� capitalism

� information society

� risk society

� …



Surveillance in Society

� Surveillance is…

� one aspect of the information society

� the flip-side of mobility

� the flip-side of flexibility

� one aspect of the risk society

� an expression of instrumental 
rationality

� as such, part of modernity



Surveillance Society?

� One world surveillance society?

� Different surveillance societies?

� Regional surveillance societies?

� Spatial differentiation?

� Functional differentiation?

� System vs Lifeworld (Habermas)?



Again: Surveillance as Decisions

� „Social sorting“ (Gandy)

� „Digital discrimination“ (Lyon)

� „Dataveillance“ (Clarke)

� Assigning different life chances

� Decisions based on data

� Decisions made by machines

� (Humans build these machines)



EU Data Protection Directive 1995

Article 15: 

Automated individual decisions

„Member states shall grant the right to every

person to not be subject to a decision which

(…) is solely based on automatic processing
of data intended to evaluate certain personal 

aspects relating to him (…).“



The Norms are there

� Surveillance not compatible
with our image of being human

� Treating humans as objects, 
as data sets

� Making decisions about data sets
that affect real humans

� Discrimination reified in machinery



Why is there no outcry?

� Mostly invisible

� People get used to it

� Web 2.0 � „nothing to hide“

� But: 

� When is it too much?

� When will the pendulum swing back?

� Dialectics of surveillance and privacy



Data Retention is paradigmatic

� Data retention is…

� mandatory for everybody

� taking data out of the context

� storing it for pretty long

� inappropriate



Dialectics of Surveillance

Maybe that is why data retention
was the trigger for
mass anti-surveillance protests and 
the emerging privacy movement.

(at least in Germany so far)



Movement against Data Retention

� from 15 to 1600 members in 2 years

� 60 local chapters now

� lots of media coverage

� 30,000 participants in constitutional
challenge

� part of pop culture















Privacy Advocacy and Activism

1) What does it mean to be a privacy advocate?

2) What makes a privacy advocate?

3) Do they have understand and “frame” the 
privacy issue? 

4) In what groups do they operate?

5) What kind of politics do they engage in?  

6) What are their resources? 

7) How do they “network”? 

8) Can this network become a “social movement”?  



Privacy Advocacy Perspectives

� Privacy-Centric

� Civil Liberties

� Human Rights

� Consumer Protection

� Digital Rights

� The “Single Issue”

� Particular technology
� Type of information
� Vulnerable people
� Business sector 



The Privacy Advocacy Network

Privacy Marginal Groups

Privacy Explicit Groups

Privacy Centric  Groups

Potential Privacy Groups



Advocate Types

� The Advocate-Activist

� The Advocate-Researcher

� The Advocate-Consultant

� The Advocate-Technologist

� The Advocate Journalist

� The Advocate-Artist



The Politics of Privacy Advocacy

� Information Politics

� Accountability Politics

� Leverage Politics

� Symbolic Politics







The “Ick” factor











Characteristics of the Network

� Segmentary: Many diverse groups which grow 
and die, divide and fuse, proliferate and contract

� Polycentric:  Multiple, temporary and sometimes 
competing leaders or centers of influence

� Networked:  loose, open-ended, multiple 
linkages, spontaneous

� Meaning:  
� Network can reach objectives without the 
prerequisites of group aggregation

� Network can witness and ‘Spotlight’ from a 
distance

� The Strength of ‘Thin Ties’
� The Importance of ‘Traveling Evangelists’



Conclusions…

�Privacy advocacy network is stronger 
now than it has ever been

�More important and widespread than is 
often realized, despite lack of 
resources

�A crucial player in the larger policy 
community

�The future progress of privacy will 
depend as much on a vibrant network 
of civil society activism as on 
regulatory, self-regulatory and 
technological solutions



The Privacy Advocates:
The Spread of Surveillance and the People 
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forthcoming MIT Press, 2008

to a bookstore new you!


